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Employer Mandates Not Allowed: Pfizer says its vaccine is considered an investigational drug until it’s 
approved. Because the vaccines are not yet FDA-approved (often takes 10 years), this means, according 
to the government, which doesn’t require its own employees to be vaccinated (May 11, 2021 testimony of 
Fauci and CDC Walensky begins at 2;21:00), that COVID-19 vaccines cannot be mandated: 

“Dr. Amanda Cohn, the executive secretary of the CDC’s Advisory Committee on Immunization 
Practices, was asked if Covid-19 vaccination can be required, she responded that under an EUA 
[Emergency Use Authorization], “vaccines are not allowed to be mandatory. So, early in this 
vaccination phase, individuals will have to be consented and they won’t be able to be mandatory.” 
Cohn later affirmed that this prohibition on requiring the vaccines applies to organizations, 
including hospitals. . . .This means that an organization will likely be at odds with federal law if it 
requires its employees, students or other members to get a Covid-19 vaccine that is being 
distributed under emergency use authorization.” (“Federal law prohibits employers and others 
from requiring vaccination with a Covid-19 vaccine distributed under an EUA,” STAT, 2/23/2021) 

Not a “Vaccine”: Dr. Fauci says vaccines don’t prevent you from getting COVID, only reduce symptoms. 
 
Proximity Study, Children and Schools: A December 2020 study discusses the difficulty of getting 
COVID-19 from others, even living in the household together. The study concludes that it is only 21.1% 
likely to get COVID-19 in a household (where there is regular “close contact”) and much less 
elsewhere. Given the fact that teachers spend most of the day with their children, not their colleagues, it’s 
possible that teachers and children could be considered close contacts. However, few children seem to 
be impacted negatively by the virus and are not considered to a primary source of the infection.  
 
Inaccurate Definitions and False Positives: Up to 90% of PCR test results are false positives, per The 
New York Times. See CCHF’s COVID-19 Update videos including “The Problem with the PCR Test” 
(video #31). Also, the CDC encouraged doctors to put COVID-19 on death certificates if the disease was 
presumed to be the cause. As a video of the Illinois Department of Health explaining a “COVID-19 death” 
makes clear, anyone with a positive PCR test is included regardless of the actual cause of death.  
 
Global Experiment: Given that these investigational drugs only have “emergency use authorization,” the 
world’s population is participating in a global experiment. Notably, a 2012 study of four coronavirus 
vaccine candidates found they made the virus more virulent in the bodies of the mice that had received 
the vaccine. Perhaps in reference to this study, in May 2020, Dr. Anthony Fauci, whose federal agency 
funded the study, told the U.S Senate that the COVID-19 vaccine could “backfire.”  
 
Injuries and Deaths: As of May 24, 2021, there have been more than 289 million COVID-19 injections 
administered, fully vaccinating 131 million people or 39.7% of the U.S. population, with 4,863 deaths 
reported following the injections.  
 
Constitutional and Human Rights: The Constitution imposes limits on government power. Human 
rights, patient rights and the international Nuremberg Code against research without patient consent give 
Americans the right to refuse to be injected with a foreign substance that could harm them or lead to their 
death, even if approved by the FDA. Vaccine manufacturers are immune from litigation; employers 
typically are not, but OSHA, on May 21, eliminated requirement issued in April to report side effects as 
workplace injuries if mandate vaccine. Employees have already sued employers that mandate it. 
 
The Unknowns: Long-term effects; impact on pregnant women and their unborn children; transmissibility 
of virus if vaccinated get infected; how long the investigational drug will be effective; and more. 
 


